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OUR 
COMMITMEN
T

QUESTIONS



QUESTION

QATAR

PROFESSIONAL

MR. SHAMEEM 
MUHAMMED

I really liked the idea of GIG 
economy and I think most of 
them are already turned into 

it. I am a multi talented 
person, so do I need to stick 
on one particular niche or 

focus on all my talent which 
will be better?



QUESTION

USA

PROFESSIONAL

Can you talk about AI 
briefly and how it may 

impact the Gig 
economy?

ANONYMOUS



QUESTION

BANGLADESH

MAGAZINE 
EDITOR

In GAFA Business ideas, 
Amazon and Alibaba 

had lots of similarities. If 
I had to choose one 

among the 2, which one 
would you recommend?

ANONYMOUS



QUESTION

BAHRAIN

PROFESSIONAL

Hi sir, first of all thanx a-lot for 
the wonderful training. I am 
really inspired with the GIG 

idea. I am an art worker 
creating cards and  gifting 

props and sell in Instagram. 
Planning to expand my 

business.  Please suggest a 
proper business model for me.

MS. JANNATH 
MARVA



QUESTION

INDIA

ENTREPRENEUR

If shifting transferring of any 
consumable products to 

Alibaba plat form any 
practical obstructions will be 
there such as tax matters or 

clearing and forwarding 
expenses?

MR. THANDASSERY 
SUNDARAM



QUESTION

INDIA

SELF-EMPLOYED

Will Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) 
protect the people working under 

gig economy ? And the governments 
are planning to make them 

protected with ensuring minimum 
wages, so will it be a good idea to 
start business with freelancers as 

workers like in Uber?

MR. ARJUN 
KRISHNA



QUESTION

INDIA

PROFESSIONA

Google Keyword Planner helps 
you figure out the words that 

people are using in their search 
engine queries. This tool won’t 
fetch you quick cash, but it can 
help you generate huge profits 
in the long term. Can you give 

us some tips to start of with it?

ANONYMOUS



QUESTION

PHILIPPINES

PROFESSIONAL

As an entrepreneur 
yourself, what would 

you do differently if you 
had to do it all over 

again?

ANONYMOUS



QUESTION

USA

PROFESSIONAL

What key personal 
characteristics do you 

see in yourself that 
were especially critical 
for achieving success 
with your ventures?

ANONYMOUS



QUESTION

YANGON

PROFESSIONAL

If I develop affiliate 
website from my friend 
will ADM guide me to 
promote? Also please 

advise if anything to be 
careful.

MS. NAVAMI



QUESTION

UAE

PROFESSIONAL

I am currently doing 
ecommerce business. 

How do I approach 
affiliate marketers? Is 
there Any website for 

that?

MR. BASEL P 
VINCENT



QUESTION

KANNUR, 
INDIA

PROFESSIONAL

Thankyou.
I got delivery of the completed website 
and live. I attended all your session so 
we have a very good idea, information, 
knowledge about Affiliate business. but 
the question is how can we implement 
and setup? It will be great if you do a 
session for this. it will be helpful not 

only for me also for all. Excited to start 
work on same. 

MS. ROWMA



QUESTION

ISTABUL, 
TURKEY

PROFESSIONAL

is all affiliate websites will 
have options with PPC CPC, 

CPM for making revenue 
from different sources? 
Also is it possible all SEO 
activities with the same 

platform?

MS. DIYANA ALI



QUESTION

NEPAL

PROFESSIONAL

As new to this field we aren't 
professional but we can make 

money by teaching others who are 
willing to learn how to use these 
google tools. For example, if we 

understand everything about SEO, 
Can we run an e-course or 

membership program that teaches 
people how to use and make the 

most from SEO?

ANONYMOUS



QUESTION

INDONESIA

PROFESSIONAL

MR. AHAMED 
EBRAHAM

My Government supporting 
for starting new business 

with funding. so if apply for 
it, will ADM provide 
support for same?



QUESTION

ABU DHABI, 
UAE

PROFESSIONAL

I am doing affiliate 
marketing without 

website. If I start doing 
with a website do you 

think it will really increase 
my sale?

MS. SITHARA KG



QUESTION

INDONESIA

PROFESSIONAL

I am planning for Multiple 
Affiliate Website. so 

choosing different Niche or 
same different with 

Different segment is better? 
(cost-effective, medium 

price, premium etc)

MS. REEN KHAIR



QUESTION

MS. ANNA MERRY

USA

PROFESSIONAL

Can you list out few 
freelance market 

place  websites that 
I can model?



QUESTION

JB, MALAYSIA

ENTREPRENEUR

I could hear the Affiliate 
store comes with unlimited 

Products and Affiliate 
Merchants. how it is 

possible? is there any hidden 
limitations?

MS. KAVERY 
KANDASAMY



QUESTION

KUWAIT

PROFESSIONAL

What 
certifications I 

can get if I join as 
a consultant?

ANONYMOUS



QUESTION

KUALALUMPUR, 
MALAYSIA

ENTREPRENEUR

I want to become an Online 
Business Consultant and after 

attending your sessions I 
learned many things. and trying for 

marketing myself. But where I 
approach all asking my portfolio of 
my projects? so please advice how 

to deal this challenge.

MS. ZERA



QUESTION

PAKISTAN

ENGINEER

I'm an Engineering 
Professional. I want to 

utilise my experience as a 
consultant. How I can start 
online consultancy? How 

ADM can help me to 
startup? 

MR. FAISAL JAFRI



QUESTION

PAKISTAN

TEACHER

"I'm a teacher and 
currently jobless... 

How would becoming 
a trainer help me in 

this situation?"

ANONYMOUS



QUESTION

USA

PROFESSIONAL

With all the advancement in 
technology at this time, how 

does an online business 
create a feeling of human 
connection that one gets 

from visiting a physical store? 

ANONYMOUS



QUESTION

PHILIPPINES

STUDENT

What advice, based on 
your own experience as an 

entrepreneur would you 
give a 15-year old student 

interested in starting a 
venture today?

ANONYMOUS



QUESTION

SINGAPORE

PROFESSIONAL

MR. EVIN CHENG

I am selling products on 
facebook and instagram now. 
so i am planning to upgrade 

to a website. so if i start 
another affiliate website can I 

promote with same brand 
name ?what you suggest ?



QUESTION

INDIA

STUDENT

How can I generate 
passive income with self 

work? Eg:-article 
writing, website testing, 

taking survey, etc.

MS. SARIKA R



QUESTION

QATAR

PROFESSIONAL

My husband is a 
freelance photographer, 

so how he can reach 
into larger audience? 

We are thinking of going 
online. Please suggest 

few ideas

MS. JHANVI 
THOMAS



QUESTION

INDIA

COMMERCE 
GRADUATE

Assalamualaikum Sir, what may 
be the reason for the beginners 
who do services in Fiverr don't 
get order that much orders for 

the work? How to get quick 
response from your service avails 

in Fiverr? This is for my friend 
who writes e-book in Fiverr! 

MS. FAHMIDA SHAHU



QUESTION

INDIA

PROFESSIONAL

Please suggest 
few best 

marketplace to 
start drop service

MS. ANNA MARRY



QUESTION

INDIA

PROFESSIONAL

Once I set up a drop 
service how do I reach 
to global audience? Do 

Website will provide any 
tools for the promotion?

MS. NIHAA RIYAZ



QUESTION

INDIA

DIGITAL MARKETING 
TRAINEE

Sir, According To You, 
Which Are Top Five 
Affiliate Marketing 

Websites And Programs in 
Which A Website Owner 

Can Success with?! 

MR. ARUN 
ARAVIND A



QUESTION

INDIA

SEO ANALYST

Steps needed 
to finalise our 

niche? 

MS. ASWATHY VM



QUESTION

UNITED 
KINGDOM

PROFESSIONAL

Can you suggest 
few best selling 

niche list for 
affiliate 

beginners?

MR. MILAN



QUESTION

INDIA

If my Niche store is based on 
fashion, then the store will 
contain different products 

related to fashion like cloths, 
watches, footwear, bags... Is it 

like that? 

MS. MERLIN SHAJI

DIGITAL MARKETING 
EXECUTIVE



QUESTION

INDIA

PROFESSIONAL

How to set up a 
clothing brand 

own? 

MR. RISHAD A I



QUESTION

INDIA

PROFESSIONAL

I am a professional, 
doing website 

development. What 
kind of niche I can start 

as a drop service? 

MR. ABDUL GAFOOR



QUESTION

JOHOR BAHRU, 
MALAYSIA

PROFESSIONAL

I am an Indian settled in Malaysia. 
so I want to start two different 

affiliate stores separately for Indian 
market and Malaysians. so my 

question is later in next phase can I 
merge both as one.? that time is 
there any problem with product-

currency and price?

MS. SEPHIA A GANY



QUESTION

INDIA

Can I select my niche 
according to the profit and 
competitors instead of my 

interests?

SOCIAL MEDIA 
MANAGER

MR. JEESMON C SHAJU



QUESTION

INDIA

SOCIAL MEDIA 
MANAGER

Sir My passion is Sports. 
Can I select a niche site 
for Sports. Is it possible 

? Or if I specify any 
sports for niche 

selection 

MR. ANILRAJ



QUESTION

INDIA

PROFESSIONAL

What is the scope for 'Tele-
medicine/video 

conferencing' as a Health-
care Drop service NICHE 

and how to locate the 
potential clients in US and 

Europe?

MR. KOSHY



QUESTION

INDIA

ONLINE 
TUTOR

Kindly tell me about 
jewellery reselling 
through Instagram.

MS. NAZRIN ZIAD



QUESTION

INDIA

If a person goes through amazon 
through our affiliate link and not 
purchasing at the moment. But 

amazon has a 24hrs cookies period. 
But after some time if the person is 

again go to amazon with another 
persons affiliate link and purchase, 

who will be getting the affiliate 
commission. Me or the second 
person. How does that work? 

STUDENT

MR. SANIL



QUESTION

INDIA

SOCIAL MEDIA 
MANAGER

Sir My passion is Sports. 
Can I select a niche site 

for Sports. Is it possible? 
Or if I specify any sports 

for niche selection 

MR. ANILRAJ



QUESTION

INDIA

PROFESSIONAL

Sir, I'm planning an affiliate Business 
of rugs and carpets....but when I did 
the keyword research I couldn't get 

the keywords according to the 
prescribed search volume. The 

search volume I got is between 10 to 
100 monthly searches. I tried so 
many words but no use. Can you 

suggest something?

MR. KOSHY



QUESTION

INDIA

I am really interested in 
calligraphy, how can I start 

online business in the 
scope of calligraphy ?

STUDENT

MS. ASMA



QUESTION

INDIA

SEO ANALYST

Can you suggest 
some good niche 
research tools?

MR. REJOICE WILSON



QUESTION

INDIA

PROFESSIONAL

Difference between 
Private Label & retail 
arbitrage? Which is 

more profitable?

ANONYMOUS



QUESTION

FRANCE

PROFESSIONAL

How we can start 
Work As a Delivery 

Fulfilment 
Warehouse 
Associate?

ANONYMOUS



QUESTION

QATAR

Should we keep 
online business as our 

full-time job or as 
part-time?

STUDENT

MS. MAYESHA



QUESTION
&

ANSWERS



THANK YOU !

ASHEGHAR 
DIGIMENTORS
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